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ABSTRACT 

Plasma wall interaction is one of the key issues in fusion research for ITER application. 
The first-wall materials in tokamaks and in other high temperature plasma reactors are subject 
to extreme conditions and to continuous degradation due to the ion bombardment. 
Furthermore the release of the eroded wall material leads to their redeposition to other parts of 
the fusion reactor and they can be even transported into the core plasma where they cause 
dilution of the plasma fuel and cooling of the plasma itself. One possible solution for removal 
of deposits formed during operation of the fusion devices is oxygen plasma treatment. A 
drawback of the oxygen plasma is that it causes formation of oxides on the surface of the 
materials. These oxides can be reduced by further hydrogen plasma treatment. A study on 
reduction of an oxide layer from Fe-Ni alloys was performed. The samples were exposed to 
low pressure weakly ionized hydrogen plasma for different periods. A density of hydrogen 
plasma was 8×1015 m-3, an electron temperature was 6 eV, and a degree of dissociation was 
about 30%. After plasma treatment the samples were analyzed by Auger Electron 
Spectroscopy (AES). The results showed that the complete reduction of an initial oxide layer 
with the thickness of about 30 nm occurred after 20 s of exposure to hydrogen plasma, when 
AES showed no more oxygen on the surface of Fe-Ni alloy.  During the exposure of the 
samples to the plasma their temperature was measured. The temperature first rised with time, 
reached the maximum value, and than dropped as soon as the layer of an oxide on the surface 
was reduced. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Low pressure weakly ionized hydrogen plasma is an effective medium for chemical 
treatment of solid surfaces and is applied in many important industrial technologies such as 
automotive industry and microelectronics for processing of solid surfaces [1-2]. The discharge 
cleaning has become a widely used method for removing surface impurities. Active particles, 
which are created in plasma, interact with surface impurities forming volatile molecules, 
which are easily desorbed and pumped away. By creating plasma in a mixture of various 
gases, it is possible to remove different types of impurities. For reduction of surface layers of 
oxides, hydrogen is usually used. The method has been successfully applied in cleaning and 
passivization of silicon in microelectronic devices and a variety of metals and also for 
cleaning archaeological artefacts.  

Here we present a study of reduction of an oxide layer from Fe-Ni alloy, which was 
used in production of electronic devices. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

The composition of the surface layer of the samples of Fe-Ni alloy was determined with 
AES depth profiling. We used a Scanning Auger Microprobe (Physical Electronics Ind. SAM 
545 A). A static primary electron beam with the 5 keV energy, the 0.5 µA beam current and 
about 10 µm diameter was used. The electron incidence angle with respect to the surface 
normal was 30°. The samples were ion sputtered with two symmetrically inclined beams of 1 
keV Ar+ ions, rastered on a surface area larger than 10×10 mm at an incidence angle of 47°. 
The sputtering rate was about 2 nm/min. Concentration profiles were evaluated using relative 
sensitivity factors from the manufacturer’s handbook.[3]  A depth profile of untreated sample 
of Fe-Ni alloy is shown in Figure 1. We can see that there is a layer of oxide with a thickness 
of about 30 nm on the surface, and right on the top there is a layer of hydrocarbons. 
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Figure 1: AES depth profile of an untreated sample 

 
Samples were treated in a discharge vessel of a vacuum system which was pumped with 

a two – stage rotary pump with the pumping speed of 2.2 l/s. The discharge vessel was a glass 
tube (Schott 8250) with the inner diameter of 4 cm and the length of 60 cm. A weakly ionized 
plasma was created by the us of an inductively coupled RF generator with the frequency of 
27.12 MHz and an output power of 300 W. The pressure in the system was 50 Pa. The plasma 
parameters as measured with a double electrical probe and a nickel catalytic [4-6] probe were 
as follows: the density of charged particles was 8×10-15 m-3, the electron temperature was 6 
eV and the degree of dissociation was 30%. Samples were exposed to hydrogen plasma for 
different periods. The temperature of the samples during the exposure was measured by 
thermocouple. As an example we show in Fig. 2 the temperature of the sample exposed to 
hydrogen plasma three times for 40 s. One can see that the temperature of the samples first 
raised to about 185°C (in 17s), where it reached the maximum value and with further 
exposure to the hydrogen plasma it drops to a constant value (in 20 s). As soon as the 
maximum temperature was reached, the colour of the sample changed from brownish to grey. 
This indicates that the surface layer of impurities was reduced. From Fig 2. it is also 
noticeable that the maximum on the T(t) curve was detected only at the first exposure to the 
plasma, when the layer of impurities was still on the surface. At any subsequent exposure to 
the hydrogen plasma, the peak was not observed, but the temperature increased monotonously 
to the value of about 150°C. 
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Figure 2: Temperature of a sample during first, second and third exposure to the 

hydrogen plasma 
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Figure 3: AES depth profile of a sample exposed to plasma for 20 s 

 
After plasma treatment of the samples for different periods, the samples were analyzed 

with AES. A depth profile of the sample exposed to the plasma for 17 s was very similar to 
that of a virgin sample. But a depth profile of the sample exposed to the plasma for 20 s was 
much different as shown in Fig. 3. There is hardly any oxygen on the surface of the sample. 
The complete reduction of the oxide layer on the sample therefore occurred in a short time 
(less than 3 s) after the 17 s exposure to the plasma. 

 

3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Reduction of an oxide layer from Fe-Ni alloy was performed. The initial thickness of 
the oxide layer as deduced from AES depth profile was 30 nm. The samples were exposed to 
hydrogen plasma with high degree of dissociation of hydrogen molecules for different 
periods. AES depth profile of samples exposed to plasma for up to 17 s showed that no 
appreciable reduction of the oxide took place. After 20 s of plasma exposure, the oxide layer 
was completely reduced. 
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During the exposure of the samples to the plasma their temperature was measured. The 
temperature first rised with time, reached the maximum value, and than dropped as soon as 
the layer of an oxide on the surface was reduced. Unusual behavior of the temperature can be 
explained with the heating of the samples because of the reactions (recombinations and 
chemical reactions) of hydrogen atoms on sample surfaces during exposure to the plasma. The 
rate of heating depends on the probability for the reactions. The rate of heating of the sample 
is much higher for the case where the sample is covered with a layer of impurities than that 
for the clean sample. 
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